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The 10-minute missile is nuclear.
Can anyone see its shadow in the dark of night?

Who will catch it?
Who will even know?
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Part 1 - Our Seashore Paradise

  Sylvia was fully recovered in two months. At the end of this time the
idea emerged to ask for a four-week holiday, unpaid if need be, to go for a
camping at our own private beach. Fred owed us the time. He owed both of
us. He didn't even hesitate to agree with my request. In fact he suggested that
a proper celebration was needed to celebrate Sylvia's recovery.

  "Take a month or two," he had said, and began to laugh as if I hadn't
asked for much.

  Fred never referred to Steve's suggestion again that the President must
resign. Nor did I ask if the President actually read even a part of my report.
But I did notice that Fred seemed happier after the incidence. Maybe the
President, or somebody else, had seen the truth behind what Steve had
suggested and had managed to bring in more competent advisors. In such a
case the report would have earned Fred some valuable points of recognition
according to the way the games are played in politics. In my own case, I got
double of what I had asked for. I go two full months off.

  That's how our vacation began. It was to be a vacation for getting away
from it all. I took the few dollars that I had collected from the bank and
bought food, as much as I could get for it, or more precisely, as much as the
truck would hold. We stashed everything away, neatly, into every last corner
of the truck and set out to go camping for two months without turning back.
Those were the plans. The thought of being at our beach, far away from all the
scary tumults of the world, seemed to make the tumults less real. Steve would
have laughed at the silly notion. Of course the undisturbed camping trip at our
very own beach was also a perfect celebration of Sylvia's recovery as Fred had
suggested. Tony, who had stayed with Sylvia during her long ordeal in hospital,
was of course invited to join us. He had become a part of the family by then.
Sylvia told him that this was going to be our first long camping trip in years.

  Tony answered that he felt honored to be a part of it and immediately
began making jokes. "Wow, who would have believed that just a few months
ago?" he added. "Can't you see us already, all living together at our own
private beach? Who can ask for anything more?"

  One couldn't have asked for more. No one could have been more
proud and exited than we were at our first evening there. We had pitched our
tent on a rocky platform high above the beach. It was early September. The
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weather was still hot. The sky outside Pittsburgh had been a deep turquoise the
morning we left. The weather report had predicted "clear sunny days without
end," not that anyone believed it. Nevertheless, everything seemed perfect.
Even the world seemed to be recovering.

  We had brought our small radio along to assure ourselves that the
financial crisis hadn't flared up again, though Steve had assured me that it
wouldn't. Just as Steve had predicted the financial shock didn't amount to a big
deal by the time it was over. It had simply dissipated, quietly. Many people
had lost everything, a few had became wealthier, but by and large the old
game survived and was carried forward as if nothing had happened. The
indexes had recovered. No wars had been started. No atomic bombs had been
unleashed. The crisis had come and passed. Only the conditions that had
caused the crisis had not improved. The huge and growing debt load had
remained. Also, the mad rush into financial derivatives gambling hadn't abated.
If anything, it had grown more intense. Nevertheless, everybody seemed glad
that the 'instability' as they called it, was over. It meant that the world
survived another storm.

  The realization that we survived another storm stirred a queasy feeling
in me. But I was alone in my reservation. Both Tony and Sylvia had their fun
ridiculing my fears. Their joking wasn't in bad taste, of course, or anything like
that. Still it hurt. It hurt, because they couldn't see that nothing had basically
changed, or they didn't want to see it. Tony laughed. He suggested dryly that
it was high time for us all to take a few weeks of vacation from the "collapsing
world" as he put it and just enjoy the seashore. He laughed more and more.
Eventually he laughed at his own silly remarks as though they were the funniest
joke going.

  Actually, that's how the idea of the camping-vacation came about in
the first place. Tony came up with the idea to have "a holiday away from
civilization" as he had put it then. The idea of a camping trip may have also
reflected the simple fact that Tony never really liked staying in hotels. He
loved being in the open. He loved the sky. He loved sleeping under the stars.
And who could blame him? The stars are brighter at 40,000 feet above the
haze of the countryside. In his long career with the Air Force he probably fell
in love with the splendor of them. I knew that I would have, as indeed I had
to some degree many years earlier. I remembered some spectacular starry
nights from hiking trips along the high ridge in Smoky Mountain Park.

  Since the main vacation season was already over, the traffic had been
light on the day we left Pittsburgh. We had arrived in plenty of time to set up
camp before nightfall. We had selected the only grass-covered spot there was
on the entire rocky platform at the edge of the cliff overlooking the beach. We
had talked about building our new house there, during our previous visit when
we had discovered the largely overgrown road leading up to it. It hadn't taken
long to pitch our new high-tech tent, a large tent big enough for six. Tony called
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it jokingly, the "hotel tent."

  Setting up camp hadn't been a chore under those circumstances with
everyone joking and being of high spirits. Naturally, the environment that we
were in had a great deal to do with that. We had not only come to the greatest
campground we have ever had been at where no noisy campers surrounded us
and ghetto blasters could be heard. We also had a 270-decree view of the
ocean with no sign of civilization anywhere near to be seen. There weren't
even any boats in the water. On top of it all, the realization that this place was
actually ours for all time to come added a profound sense of joy.

  The coming camping experience promised be but an overture for even
more wonderful times ahead that would never end. The tent would then give
way to our new house. We gave Tony the option to build a house of his own
on the property should he choose to do so. Thus we celebrated our new
heaven on earth that very first evening with a vigorously sung campfire song,
and then another, and still another.

  That evening definitely became the most satisfying evening that we all
agreed we had in a long time. I felt as if a great battle had been won and we
were the victors of it.

  We ate supper quite late that evening with the coals of the campfire
heating the kettle for tea. This happened long after the last glow of the sunset
had faded on the horizon. Our tenting spot seemed ideal for sitting in the open.
The space was protected from the coastal winds by a wall of dense shrubbery,
except for the side of the cliff where the vegetation was low enough so that
it didn't hide the view of the water.

  The ocean had been darkly colored that evening with a hue of the
darkest orange reflecting the sky that gradually gave way in places to even
darker hues, hues of a deep blue that contrasted starkly with the last rays of
the receding sunset far to the right where the horizon appeared almost golden.
Soon the sky turned cobalt, trending towards black above us as the night set
in and the first stars appeared. Since we had strapped a few bundles of
firewood onto top of the truck there was no need for anyone to scout around
for wood. We had come to celebrate and to enjoy also the silence. Apart from
the faint crackling of the fire the only sounds that we could hear, when
everyone was quiet, where the sounds of the surf washing up onto the beach
and flowing back, interspersed with the occasional cries of seagulls.

  The muted sounds added to the holiday kind of background. It even
added to the music that we had brought in the form of tapes that we played
well on our little radio. Some of the more familiar tines became our first
campfire songs. It seemed the most natural thing to do to sing along, and the
right thing to do when the moon stood high above us in the now cloudless dark.
We were singing, interrupted with chatting, till way past midnight on this first
night in our New World. Perhaps we stretched the celebration out just to prove
to us that this was our own campground and that it was so big that no one
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could possibly hear us no matter how noisy we would be or shriek with
excitement whenever that seemed appropriate.

  A similar mood prevailed the next morning. Everyone was happy and
singing the songs from the night before, or simply humming the melodies. And
who needed a campfire, this time? Better things lay before us.

  The sun was already high over the horizon when Sylvia and I got up. We
both felt great. Tony seemed to have been up for some time already. He sat
at the edge of the cliff, his feet dangling into the void. He waved when he saw
us and came back to the camp. As he did, he mentioning the word, "breakfast."

  I think we were too exited not to feel great that morning, even before
breakfast. Soon the griddle was sizzling with frying eggs and bacon. After all,
we had made having breakfast a priority this time. It was made a rule that
breakfast would come first before we would be thinking about going to the
beach. In fact, we tried to make breakfast last as long as we could, because
going to the beach meant building a trail down to it. There existed no ready-
made path.

  I wasn't surprised that morning when I turned the radio on that I nearly
missed the morning news. As expected the financial commentator reported
heavy trading once again on the New York Stock Exchange, and that prices
were said to be firming up. Everything that he said confirmed what Steve had
predicted. The world had become 'normal' once more. I turned to a music
station.

  With nothing else to worry about, the only item on the agenda that
morning, apart from washing the dishes, was the task that wouldn't go away, of
building the trail to our beach. The trail was needed to serve as our lifeline,
our passageway to the only spring of fresh water that we had found on the
property previously.

  Initially we had thought that we might camp right on the beach itself,
near the spring, but building a trail to it seemed easier than getting the truck
down on the ancient washed-out road that we had found at the far side of the
beach. As I recalled, the road seemed 'steep' in some places. Building a foot
trail seemed to be definitely a better choice, even if it involved some hard
work cutting across dense vegetation and some extensive efforts in gathering
rocks for stairs. It was hard work though. We had brought axes and shovels
along, and a chain saw that was mostly useless on the spindly shrubs.

  On Tony's urging we started to dig and hack and saw right after
breakfast. Tony called himself our "logistics officer" when he proudly laid the
first steps by planting two flat rocks that he had "imported" from a weathered
outcropping further along the cliff.

  For lunchtime, of course, we all climbed back up to the camp. We ate
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under a group of trees near the inland edge of our high platform. The view
from there was just as wide and magnificent in the other direction. When
standing on top of the truck the view extended across a sea of treetops
towards the highway, and in the other direction across the deep blue of the
open Atlantic. To the right, behind the cliff the terrain gave way to a gully that
we used as our gateway down, both to the spring and to the beach.

  At lunch that day we listened to the radio once more. We listened to
a pop music station, but even that had its hourly news clip with brief financial
report that was no different than I had expected. Stock prices had fallen
sharply. Trading volume had increased. The announcer called it a day of profit
taking. The world hadn't changed at all. I turned the radio off again.

  Steve had predicted this kind of uncertainty in a system that he felt
was bound to fail eventually. I wondered though, if it was possible that he
might have misread the signs. Were we facing the final collapse of the system
already, rather than in ten or twenty years, as Steve had predicted? Would the
world be facing another stock market crash while we were serenely languishing
at the beach? As stock prices had evaporated that infamous day in 1929, many
banks had lost their assets that they had used up in loans against stock
securities that had become worthless. The entire credit system had begun to
fail that day. Industries had lost their financing, people had lost faith in the
system, production had dropped off, unemployment had skyrocketed, money
had became scarce, and after that the infamous bread lines had emerged as
the Great Depression unfolded. Would the coming crash be worse than the
great crash in 1929 that had brought the whole country to its knees, opening the
gate to infamous Hoover Depression, a depression brought on by idiotic policy
measures? The nation didn't recover from this horrid depression until many
years later Franklin Delanor Roosevelt came onto the scene with his massive
"new deal" of infrastructure development projects and social support programs.
Hoover had promised a chicken in every pot, an empty promise after three
years of nothing. Roosevelt, in total contrast, had offered a whole New World,
and he did deliver.

  All this was history was history of course, but would history repeat
itself ? In fact, could it possibly repeat itself, or would things be worse? We
all knew that our country had drifted into a much deeper mess than it had
been in, back in 1929. Farming hadn't been wrecked before the 1929 crash. The
industries been demolished then, nor had the rail grid been taken down as was
already beginning with fuel prices going through the roof. Neither had America
become beggars to the world, supported with cheap imported goods that we
could no longer produce ourselves.

  I decided to dismiss the thought that Steve might have been wrong
when he said that we weren't in a crisis situation yet. This meant that the chaos
that he said was coming, was still a long way off and would be worse than
anything we had ever seen or endured. With that thought I let the holiday
mood resume.
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  I felt comfortable after a while with the thought that the world would
just keep on rolling along. Perhaps it was the holiday mood that was causing
this leisurely feeling. After lunch was completed, none of us really felt like
working on the trail again. Consequently we all lazed around for an hour putting
in a snooze. Two seagulls fighting woke us up.

  The work was still there when we awoke. We had to do it. As tough
as the slugging turned out to be, we needed that access to the spring of fresh
water. The spring that we had found was located at the bottom of the slope
to the right of the gully. No one can live without water for long, us included.
The supply that we had brought wasn't intended to last long, and wouldn't have.
In a sense, building that trail to the beach was our own vital infrastructure
project. Thus, building it wasn't an option. It was a necessity. Without access
to water we wouldn't be able to remain at our paradise for long. Maybe it was
that realization that drove us back to work.

  We emerged from the 'jungle' in the late afternoon, exhausted, but
happy that the work had been completed. By doing the work we had trans-
formed our encampment into a livable world. Steve would have said that we
had created a whole New World for ourselves that didn't exist before we laid
our hand at the axe. The trail had been cut trough all the way to the beach.
A crude sort of trail it turned out to be, but for the moment it met our needs
perfectly well. We could think of many refinements. Certainly more steps were
needed in some of the steeper places, but the refinements could wait. The
holiday mood won out.

  As soon as we got out to the open beach we 'collapsed' as it were,
against a log, to rest our tired bones, except Tony. Tony seemed to be tougher.
He ran back up to the camp to test our newly built trail, and to bring down
some snacks and fruit. He also returned with a pitcher for the first draft of
water from our own spring.

  Never had a glass of water been as tasty as it was that day. We were
all certain of that. The pitcher was filled three times.

  We savored the water and the nourishment of fruits and cake. What
more could one ask for than this, being leisurely stretched out on the sand right
where we were, eating and drinking, with nothing more urgent on the agenda
than to be lazily stretched out on our perfectly clean sand, pretending that this
was paradise, which indeed it seemed to be. Except, we weren't on a tropical
island to make the dream complete. Apart from this small technicality we
could just as well have been on a disserted island. There were no footprints
in the sand as far as anyone could see, except our own. Being at our beach
that day was rather magical in this sense, like being in paradise alright. We all
agreed on that.

  We hadn't been at the beach for more than an hour that afternoon
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when Sylvia noticed someone in the distance coming towards us. A while later
we recognized that there were two people coming, which we recognized later
to be a man and a woman walking hand in hand. They were the first people
we had seen on the beach, ever. At our last visit we had met no one.

  "Two lovers," I commented. I didn't give the matter a great deal more
attention, except that I liked the idea that we weren't totally alone.

  A while later Tony nudged me. "Isn't this Heather with the guy over
there? I can't be sure, but her hat looks familiar and the dress too. They are
both quite unusual, don't you think?"

  I looked up. "Yes, indeed, that's got to be Heather. But how on Earth...!"
I practically jumped up to be noticed. I stood on the log and waved. The man
saw us. He pointed to us. They stopped momentarily, then turned towards us.

  I was more than glad to see Heather again. What a surprise! Strangely,
Heather reacted as though we had never met. Her gesture was cold, like a wall
of ice, but her tone of voice seemed to say that the ice wasn't real.

  The man was most friendly. He asked where we came from and what
we were doing. He couldn't help noticing our equipment by the log.

  "We're camping on the bluff," explained Tony. "We've just finished
building a trail to the beach."

  The man seemed troubled by this. "You can't do that!" he interrupted
Tony. "This is private property, haven't you seen the no-trespassing signs?
Camping is forbidden here!"

  "My friend is right," said Heather. "He is a priest. We have special
permission to come here."

  "I hate to say this, but you really ought to leave," said the priest
seriously.

  Tony shook his head. "After all that work! You have no idea what a
chore it was building a trail down here." He began to laugh.

  "Oh that too, you'd better get your tools out of here quickly," added
the priest. "If the owner sees them, there is no telling what he will do. There
will be war!"

  "Don't worry," said Tony, grinning. "We are the owners of this land. Pete
just bought the place: the beach, the hills, a hundred acres of it, all signed,
sealed, and delivered, just a few weeks ago. There'll be no war."

  "Of course, you're always welcome," said Sylvia. "Whatever privilege
you had been given still stands.

  The priest smiled and nodded.

  "Since we're on the subject of war," I said to him, "what is your opinion
as a priest about our chances of avoiding nuclear war in this time of an
unfolding economic depression."

  I expected this to come as a shock to him. But it didn't. He sat down
on our log.
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  "So you know about it," he said. "It's a black, black situation, and
getting worse."

  "That's an odd answer for a priest," commented Tony.

  "Yes, but I see nothing that gives reason for hope. Everybody is doing
the exact opposite of what is right. And the damn church doesn't help either,"
he said angrily.

  "How so?" asked Sylvia astonished.

  "Prayer!"

  "What's wrong with prayer?" Sylvia asked.

  "It's used as a tranquilizer to put people to sleep. Our country would
still have a chance if we mobilized all the resources we have within us. But
we don't do it. We just fold our hands and pray. We're putting ourselves to
sleep with these endless petitions to God, which in themselves add up to a
total denial of our own inner resources as human beings. And this denial runs
deep. It has so distorted the identity of our humanity that we are no longer
aware of our own inherent strength and vitality. We are sitting back, just as I
said, with our hands folded, waiting for the holocaust to happen, or to blow
away with the wind, or for God to cause a great miracle and change the world
for us that we've messed up. We should be out fighting to stop the destruction
that is going on! The mess that we created is our mess alone, not God's mess."

  "The only way you can fight it, is to uproot the 'tree of knowledge' that
has created the fragmentation that has divided the world," I suggested. "We
have divided and isolated the world so deeply that people are more inclined
to steal from one-another instead to create riches that enrich one another and
our world. People steal from each other, from society, from other nations.
Financial stealing has become the Number One industry in the world, second
only to slavery."

  "Slavery is a form of stealing too," said the priest immediately. "It is
the worst form of stealing. If that's possible," he added.

  "We need to stop that," I said to him. "We need to stop the fragmen-
tation. In order to do that, we need to deal with each other laterally, brother
to brother as human beings, on a platform of universal love."

  "That's impossible," said the priest, "you can't undo knowledge. The
tree of false knowledge cannot be uprooted."

  "Of course you can uproot knowledge and make it disappear, if the
knowledge is false," I said to him. "You can undo everything that is false by
replacing it with what is true. I just spent ninety-eight-thousand dollars on the
exact same project."

  The priest shook his head. "It would be marvelous if you could do that,
but what you propose can't be done. You cannot erase history. What has been
done, is done! Whatever knowledge has been gathered, is forever with us."

  "Ah, but you can supplant it with new knowledge," I said.

  "You can reverse the trend that got us into this shit!" said Tony.
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  "Actually it is possible to redo history," I said to the priest. "This is
being done all the time in science." I explained to him that this is what
happens when new discoveries are made, like new discoveries of some
fundamental principle. "Suddenly a whole lot of old knowledge becomes
invalidated. It simply ceases to matter when it is being recognized to have
been false or incomplete, even though it had been honored for centuries as
the truth, right to that very point."

  "For example?" he said.

  "For example," I continued, "a long time ago people once 'knew' that
the Earth is flat. Many sailors feared that they might drop off the edge of the
world when they went too far from shore. Now they know better. All it took
was one moment of a higher realization, and bang, all the false assumptions
of a thousand years standing went out of the window and ceased to exist as
if they had never been valid in the first place. So you see, it is possible to
alter history by invalidating it in terms of what it represented. This is done all
the time. It happens quickly, when it happens. It's an amazing process. In fact,
there should be a lot more of that going on." I told the priest that this was
the very process that we wanted to encourage right there on the beach.

  The priest shook his head again.

  "Didn't you hear," said Tony, "we are in the process of doing it. We are
going to do it right here on this beach, as Pete said. We are setting up a nudist
camp with art workshops and a discussion center. We are going to do leading
edge research here. We are going to invite the unaligned thinkers of the world
to come here. We are going to build an infrastructure for spiritual discovery
and development right here at this very beach." He stabbed his finger into the
sand. "Once the proper infrastructures are in place, things will develop amaz-
ingly fast. We have all experienced the power of this process ourselves. This
is the opposite to leaning back with our hands folded."

  The priest seemed puzzled for a moment. He muttered something
about a nudist camp.

  "Why not a nudist beach?" I asked. "It generates a sense of freedom
and unity as though the tree of false knowledge, or invalid knowledge, had
been uprooted. That's what we hope to achieve."

  Sylvia told them how the project came about, including Heather's
connection.

  That's when Heather revealed herself to Sylvia. With tears in her eyes,
she added; "I didn't realize that you knew."

  "Yes, I can see how a nudist beach could reverse fragmentary percep-
tion," said the priest eventually.

  "So, you're not opposed to it?" said Tony.

  The priest just smiled. "Heck, no! Why should I?"

  "I thought as a priest, because of religion, you might not like it," said
Tony. "It could be a noose around your neck."
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  The priest waved his hands as though the subject didn't apply. "I'm not
really a priest," he said. "I'm a freelancer you might say. I have no doctrine,
perform no marriages. I'm essentially a scientist, a nuclear physicist, presently
exploring whatever science there is behind religion."

  He told us that he had grown up with a background in science through
the Navy. He said he got interested in nuclear physics after Admiral Rickover
had organized his famous Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology. The priest
told us that his earlier time at the Oak Ridge School had been tremendously
fruitful for him. He told us that it had really been the US Navy that had
pioneered the way for mankind's modern commercial nuclear energy infra-
structure, and Rickover had been the main driving force behind that. He
explained that today's commercial nuclear power industry was a direct spin-
off from that, and that he was proud to have been a part of it in some small
way. "Admiral Rickover wanted a better power source for the nation's subma-
rines. He fought for it. Now the whole world benefits from that man's efforts.
That's how a single man can uplift the world. Wouldn't you be proud to be a
part of that? Rickover had a sign in his office that'll never forget. It read,
'Where there is no vision the people perish.' That's from the Bible, from
Psalms, and its true. Unfortunately we have lost our vision."

  The priest spoke proudly of his involvement with the Navy's pioneering
achievements, even though he became involved only near the end of it, near
the end of the Nautilus epoch. "In those days you weren't married to any
specific organization," he explained. "You got involved across the whole fron-
tier, wherever research and development was taking place. Often the Navy
merely provided the paycheck while we were working for months at a time
in the labs of General Electric. But this exiting time of cooperative discoveries
is long gone," said the priest quietly. "Rickover is gone, and so is the pioneering
spirit. The accountants have taken over. The world is now run by the penny-
wise and the dollar-foolish. Our nation has been letting go of its soul and its
spirit, the very thing that once held it together and made it great and took us
onto the top of the world. Now, only a few of the achievements of this time
still remain, like nuclear power, and that too, is under attack."

  The priest took me aside and explained to me, as though it were a
secret, that today's trend is to scrap whatever smells remotely of technological
progress. "It's like the nation has been forced to revert back to a 'fundamen-
talist' type of existence, a primitive existence without a proper economic
infrastructure. Except without a proper economic infrastructure people cannot
survive," he said. "What is happening today is murder, plain and simple
murder."

  He spoke quietly so that the others wouldn't hear him. He was furious.
He was furious also about the support that the primitive fundamentalist
movement was getting. He was especially furious about their platform that
would exile the women of the world back to 'their place' as slaves, submissive
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to men.

  I reached out my hand to him. "Welcome to the brave new world, my
friend," I said sarcastically. "Do you want to help erase that history?" I added.

  I told him about Erica. I told him how lovely she was and how
exuberant. I told him that she was as professor of nuclear physics, working in
Leipzig. When that shut down she became a professor in microbiology. I added
that she is now engaged in researching the development and the dynamics of
love.

  "In East Germany the people are apparently not as stupid as we are,"
he replied. "They are not being brainwashed as intensively by the media than
we are in the West, to become stupid. They also appear to be more honest
in their approach to science and to sex, as if the two were the same. That's
what Heather told me. Apparently, they are far from the primitive fundamen-
talist's approach that we have unfolding here in our country that caters to raw
greed and calls the fascist stealing that happening in the markets, a benefit to
society. They wouldn't allow over there what we hail here. It's too destructive
to society." He said this as though he totally deplored the fundamentalist trend
to raw greed. He finally came right out with it and said that he loved our idea
of a nudist beach, a project "that inspires honesty and openness," as he put
it.

  Moments later, to show his support, he suggested that we initiate the
project right there and then.

  I looked at him in disbelief, Tony too, as he, the priest, started taking
his clothes off.

  "OK," said Tony when the shock wore off. Moments later he proceeded
to do the same as the priest. We all did. What else is beach for but for
swimming?

  Unfortunately the water had become quite cold. Swimming that late in
the year was like swimming in an ocean of ice cubes. After a while, though,
a lovely tingling sensation set in and the water began to feel great and one's
skin as smooth as silk!

  After we dried off in the in the sunshine by walking around, the priest
invited us to his house for a cup of coffee. "By the way, my name is Ross, Ross
Jacobson," he said.

  So we introduced ourselves at long last and shook hands.

  Ross told us on the way that he and Heather lived in a log cabin built
on a ridge at the far side of the bay, the bay that we evidently shared. He said
that his place was about a half-hour's walk distant. He pointed to it.

  The house could barely be seen. He had to describe its location before
we could see it. It seemed well hidden at the far end of the ridge, right at
the entrance point of our bay. He told us that his place was overlooking both
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the ocean and the bay, with also a wide western exposure. He said that he
could oversee everything from his balcony as if the world lay at his feet.

  As I expected the trail to his house started way past the end of the
beach, cutting through low vegetation, gently leading up to a rocky tree-covered
ledge. That's how I would have built the trail, and it was well built.

  When we got to the cabin, WOW! I was impressed. The place was
huge. What looked like cabin from the beach was a log house two stories high.
On the side facing the ocean it featured an enormous porch. And behind the
house Ross showed us another porch with a Jacuzzi.

  "The place isn't easily seen from the shore," Ross explained, "it blends
in with the landscape when you look at it from a distance." He had vines
growing right up to the roof, covering the entire front wall facing the beach.

  Both Ross and Heather showed us around. Heather sometimes spoke of
the house as if it were her own place too. "We really love it here," she said
at one point. Of course her enthusiasm was justified. It was a delightful place,
indeed. That she was living there with Ross became obvious when Ross asked
me to join him in his office. On the way he showed me the bedroom of the
house that was adjoined to a corner room that was evidently his office. Both
rooms were facing east towards the ocean. In fact, we had to walk partly
through the bedroom to get to the office part. As expected Heather's distinct
feminine touch prominently evident throughout the bedroom. The walls ap-
peared to have been newly decorated. Color coordinated curtains graced the
windows with patterns of wildflowers and an almost matching bead spread. The
bed was angled slightly north, facing the window, exactly the way we had once
rearranged a bed in a hotel room to make it possible for us to see the first
light of the day from our pillows without getting up.

  No doubt, 'Heather is happy here,' I thought. I was glad for her. There
was a small vase of flowers on the dresser at the far wall of the room. I
noticed her comb beside the vase, a unique comb with a silver edge that
broadened and became its handle. I remembered her using it every morning.
Getting her hair just right seemed important, as important as choosing the right
blouse to wear for the kind of day it would be. The last thing that I noticed
before entering Ross' domain, was Heather's straw hat hanging on the wall to
the right of the dresser, a large hat with a wide rim that we had bought
together in Vegas during our days of fun, happiness, and excitement when we
had 'escaped' from Key West.

  Ross explained in his office, without giving any details, that he was
stationed at this place on some kind of Coast Guard duty. The explanation
seemed to justify some the equipment that I saw, including a rather large
telescope covered with a black velvet dust-cloth. He explained that the
surveillance work was far too boring for a sane man, so that he spent his time
there mostly doing scientific research, something to keep his mind sharp and
on edge. He showed me some of it, something that Steve might have been
able to identify, but not I.

  After my visit to the office was concluded, he invited us all to join him
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for a drink on the porch. He offered a bottle of wine. Heather had offered
lemon-aid. Heather's offer won out.

  The early evening passed quickly that way, in light conversation, and
rather pleasantly in pleasant company. We had a broad view from Ross' high-
perched 'castle' by the sea. The perimeter of the seaside porch had been
made of glass held in place with a rather wide aluminum bar, wide enough for
a few pots of flowers to be placed on it near the house.

  The sea lay calm below us, blue and sparkling, reflecting the setting sun.
Together with the lemon aid, a batch of cookies had been served. Only a few
of them now remained. As I reached for the last one I noticed that the
northern horizon had become dark. I needed to stand up to reach for the
cookie plate. Still, the dark on the horizon seemed far away. I took another
look briefly and soon forgot about it. It was far too pleasant to be thinking
about what lay far in the distance. I felt at peace. I felt happy seeing Heather
again, and more so to see her so wonderfully happy herself in her New World.
I felt joyous for her; joyous to see her smiles again; and joyous also over the
realization that we had actually become neighbors. It seemed like a fairytale
was unfolding.

  Our conversation in the bright evening sunshine reflected this mood.
Nobody spoke about the stock market crisis or the possibility for a nuclear
war, or anything else connected with politics. We barely noticed that the dark
clouds on the horizon had grown larger and had turned into storm clouds. A
massive front was now coming down from the North. But who cared? The dark
front was still a good distance away.

  Eventually the focus of the conversation shifted onto what to do for
dinner. Ross looked at the storm clouds and then at his watch. "Let me invite
you to stay for dinner," he said, "otherwise you might get caught up in the
storm that's coming in. It seems to be coming down faster than has been
forecast."

  Heather agreed with him and insisted that we stay. By then the dark
front stood close enough to cast its shadow on the sea. It had made the sea
appear dark and gray all of a sudden, just as the storm front itself, blending
gray into gray without a horizon.

  "We rarely have visitors coming," Heather added to her invitation.
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Part 2 - A Shadow in the Night

  Since we were invited, we all pitched in with the preparation for
dinner; or rather we stood in each other's way trying to organize a three-course
meal. Naturally this was delightful, too.

  The same could also be said about the meal, itself. A committee of
expert cooks had superbly prepared it. We had shrimp from a can for a shrimp
cocktail, spinach from Ross' garden, roast beef from his freezer, cake that
Heather had made in the morning, and in-between a bottle of wine from Ross'
cellar, the bottle that he had offered earlier, a spicy red wine from a small
winery in the Napa Valley some two thousand miles away at the opposite end
of the country. Ross said that he had saved it for a special occasion, and that
this seemed to be such a one.

  With the meal concluded, Ross suggested that we should also consider
staying for the night since the storm was brewing up into something much
bigger than had been forecast on the weather report. He made some phone
calls to confirm that the pattern had changed. The clouds became darker by
the minute, moving in much faster now, accompanied by lightning. White caps
could be seen on the water. "This is no time for camping," said Ross.

  Ross and I had left the balcony where the dinner had been served, to
report to the weather service that the storm was bigger than expected and was
pulling whitecaps on the open waters. Ross felt that a small-craft warning
should have been issued. He had a small telescope set up that he used for
measuring the movements of clouds to calculate the wind speed. I voiced my
astonishment that this was possible.

  "It's nothing accurate," he said and pointed to the ceiling. "There is a
small tower on top of the roof that contains the real instrumentation. I only
calculate the variance between that and the open sea."

  Heather, Tony, and Sylvia were busy clearing the table and finishing up
in the kitchen. The dishes were already put away when I brought the empty
wine glasses back. Heather had refilled them again to use up the little that had
been left from dinner. She called to Ross and suggested that we should join
them on the porch once we were done making the weather report. Ross
agreed, but added that he first wanted show me some more of the results of
his latest research work.

  After the weather report call was made Ross asked me to wait in his
office for a moment while he went back to the kitchen to get us some more
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to drink. "Is orange juice alright?" he called back.

  I told him it would be great. While he was gone I overheard Sylvia on
the balcony speaking to Heather. The conversation was about me.

  "...You don't need to apologize for what has happened," said Sylvia to
Heather.

  "I wouldn't dream of it. I had the most wonderful time in my entire
life during those days with Peter," Heather replied. "Something like that doesn't
happen to one every day. I will never deny something that was so precious to
me. But I can't tell you more than that."

  "No, please don't."

  "You probably wouldn't understand what I mean," said Heather. "I can
hardly understand it myself. You're married to him, but I love him just the
same. This was the first real love I ever knew. I think you will never know what
it took that day to leave him on his way back to you. Running off was the only
thing that I could do."

  "Don't forget that we are in love, too," said Sylvia.

  "Of course you are, but that's not the way it was when I got married
to Winston," said Heather. "What a slavery that was! For Winston, everything
was allowed, because of my marriage to him, everything cruel that is. Love was
no longer a factor. I was a piece of inventory under his control. He said at one
time, once you're married you don't need to be in love. I can tell that your
marriage will never be like that. Pete would never dream of saying such a thing
to you, or to anyone else. I could feel that he was in love with you, even then,
both with you and with me, and with others too. Winston, on the other hand,
had four girlfriends, and I'm sure he loved none of them. He said it was his
right to have them. I can't imagine Pete ever saying a thing like that, not even
about Ursula Fleischer. Nor did I feel cheated when Pete talked to me about
you, or about her. It was nice to feel his love for you, and for Ursula, because
I realized that he felt the same about me. I even have a hunch that he may
have come to love you more, because of me. It's just a feeling. Something that
was growing while we were together."

  "Pete told me that loving you was the most natural thing," said Sylvia.

  "I think it had something to do with what had happened to him in East
Germany," said Heather.

  "Did he tell you much about East Germany?" said Sylvia.

  Heather nodded. I could see her reflection in the glass of the humming-
bird feeder.

  "Tell me, did you feel cheated in any way when he told you about what
had happened in East Germany, though it happened only a few days before?"
asked Sylvia.

  "I've always felt cheated by Winston, never by Pete. It was exciting to
hear Pete talk about his experiences, to hear him speak with such deep
respect about other women. How could I feel cheated by that? It was nice to
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be able to sense what he felt, to sense the passion in his love, the joy, and
the warmth, even to sense that the passion for love had not died out in the
world. It was marvelous to listen to him, to the way he spoke about Steve and
his wife. But then I wasn't married to him. Maybe you felt differently. Did the
thought of it make you angry?"

  Sylvia nodded.

  "I can understand this," said Heather. "It's a natural reaction if one
believes what we were taught. Winston certainly was big in demanding his
territorial rights. I think it gave him a sense of security, owning me, not having
to worry about my reactions as they were guaranteed to him by contractual
loyalty. I think it gave him a sense of status and power. But he never knew the
price this exacts from another. Maybe that's why there are so many divorces."

  "You were divorced, then?"

  Heather shook her head. "No, at first I buckled under," said Heather.
"Life became agonizing and dull. It's terrible to see one's sensitivities go out
the window. I became irritable. Finally I couldn't deal with the least bit of
stress anymore. But it wasn't all his fault, he had a lot of stress to deal with."

  Heather started to tell Sylvia all about Winston, how he went from the
university to the steel industry as a process engineer. A year later he got laid
off when the steel prices eroded. "We were barely able to hold on to our
house," said Heather. "He was re-hired only once after that. He was hired for
a brief period, to oversee the demolition of six brand new unused blast
furnaces, which the company could no longer afford to pay taxes on. This must
have felt like cutting his own throat."

  Heather said that she and Winston left the city right afterwards, and
moved to Kansas where he worked on his father's farm. But the farm was in
trouble, too. "It was technically bankrupt like thousands of farms were in the
area. More and more the conversation was about cost-cutting, trying to hold off
the foreclosure they all knew deep inside would eventually happen. Their only
consolation was that they were not alone in this plight. Winston's father always
said that 417,000 other farms were bankrupt also. This seemed to give him
hope. Then came the drought.

  "The drought was heartbreaking," said Heather. She told Sylvia that
Winston and his father would walk out into a field and break open some
kernels of barley and just stare. She saw tears in his father's face. The kernels
were hollow and much too light. The crop wasn't even worth the expense of
harvesting it. They put cattle out to graze it. One of them died, because of a
too high concentration of nitrogen from the fertilizer that hadn't been fully
converted for the lack of water.

  She told Sylvia that those pressures made Winston unbearable. He
became mean, swore at her, and even hit her. But this wasn't the reason she
left. She said that the final straw was his father becoming involved with the
New Unity Church that was catering to financially troubled farmers. The church
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pushed a hate campaign against the 'Jewish devil,' the grain cartel operators
that were about to devour their farms. The church told the farmers they were
God's chosen people and urged them to defend themselves. So Winston and
his father, like many others, went and bought themselves automatic weapons
and boxes of ammunition.

  "That's when you got divorced?" Sylvia asked.

  "No, that would have been too painful. I simply walked out. It was a
thousand times better to be alone, lonely, and destitute, than to be locked
into such an explosive prison. Maybe this was also the reason why I allowed
myself to fall in love with Pete on the very day we met. He was so free, so
uncomplicated. He made no demands. He appreciated my need to be myself.
There was a gentle passion in the air that was totally beautiful compared to
that phony romance Winston and I had before we got married. Pete's love
opened like the pedals of a flower in the morning sun. Everything unfolded by
itself with no one pushing anything. Everything was easy and natural between
Pete and me, and much more beautiful than any contrived romance could be.
I don't think I really knew what love is, until then, and how its fire can lighten
the world. I only knew what hate is."

  Heather told Sylvia that she couldn't comprehend whom Winston and
his father had thought they would shoot at with their guns. If it was really the
cartels that were squeezing them, they would never be able to shoot at the
people who had them under their thumb. The rulers of the cartels would never
be found outside of their villas in Switzerland. The local bank would get the
sheriff to evict the farmers once the foreclosure notice was served. They
would then instruct the local real estate agent to sell the farm at auction. Then
another real estate agent would put up a few pennies to buy the property in
order to fill the land purchase orders that came from the cartels. She said they
would have to shoot their own people with their machine guns.

  Heather said that the language that was used scared her the most. They
were calling Hitler their brother. She said that it was devastating to see how
many fields were left bare once the farms were auctioned off. She could
certainly see how this Hitler-type violence could attract a simple-minded
farmer, a person who had worked all his life on the land and was about to
loose it for no fault of his own.

  Heather said that in a way she couldn't fault the farmers for being so
angry, seeing all this productive capacity being idled when the funds simply
weren't available anymore to plant the new crops, and this while human beings
were starving to death in Africa, and even at home in the slums of the cities.
The empty fields meant that plagues and deadly diseases could spring up again,
caused by malnutrition, even some that for a long time were deemed a thing
of history.

  "I'm sorry you had to go through all this," Sylvia interrupted her.

  "No, don't be sorry," Heather replied. "I've come out of this richer.
I've come to realize that no one in the world has any power over me: no man,
not even Pete; or any thing, including nuclear war. If a Russian bomb kills us
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tomorrow, so be it. I had life, and I had wonderful experiences. If it ends
tomorrow, fine! The threat of it won't get me down today. This attitude, I got
from Pete. He was so alive! His answer was that life is not an Olympic
competition in which only one person out of the whole world can win. He said
that life is love. He said, its principle is universal love. He didn't really know
how to explain this. However, by the way he acted it was plain to see that he
regarded the Principle of Universal Love that he discovered in East Germany,
to be the only platform in the world that he could think of on which everybody
wins. He was excited about this. I think we should all be."

  "Unless we manage to screw this up, too," Sylvia interrupted her. "I
nearly screwed this up in a big way."

  Heather nodded. "That's easy to do, especially when all this is new. It
doesn't seem real at first. At first it comes to light as something too good to
be real. But eventually it did seem real. I didn't know this at first," said
Heather. "I just felt that Pete had opened up a whole New World for me, a
world that I never knew could exist. Yes, I did manage to screw this up. I think
I have hurt Peter badly when I walked out. I think I did this on order to make
it easier for us all to reestablish the Old World again. The challenges became
too great. That's how I screwed up. Still, the sparkle of this New World that
I had turned my back to, never did go away. It became a way of life that I
am trying to hold on to. It made me love everybody more. I hope to bring
some of that into Ross' life now."

  "Yes, that is what Peter had proposed to me that we should all do for
one-another," said Sylvia. "I was furious at first that he would even consider
something like that. I answered him by proposing a divorce, but he just kept
on loving me and fighting for me, raising me up. Eventually I did begin to sense
the sparkle that you are talking about, of what he called the Principle of
Universal Love. I never heard of a thing like that before. Now that I am
beginning to be touched by it, I can barely imagine what a wonderful world we
would live in if this were to happen on a global scale. However, Peter goes
still further. He says that we have no choice, really, but to make this New
World a reality. He says that the Old World has become too dangerous for us
all to live in, in which no one might survive or very few. Still, I think what
really drives him is the sparkle of the New World. I think that's the real gem."

  "And why shouldn't it drive him, Sylvia," said Heather. "Can't you
imagine what a wonderful world we really have within our grasp in which
everybody wins, in which nobody looses? Right now we live in an Olympic
world in which everybody in the world looses, except a few. In our Olympic
world the entire game that we play revolves around a vicious struggle of
beating everybody to the punch. That is why nobody wins. Can you imagine
what the world will be like if this becomes history and we support one-another
to such a degree that everybody wins in life? That's the sparkle that I saw in
Pete, which I want to see everywhere. That's the New World that I want to
live in as much as possible. Of course, getting there from where we are right
now is a huge challenge. It seems almost impossible to get there. However,
even against these odds, Pete pushes himself ahead. I think, sometimes he is
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quite scared about it, actually."

  Sylvia nodded reluctantly.

  Heather began to laugh. "Let me tell you about this strip joint in Key
West," she added. "We came to this place without knowing what it was. Pete
didn't walk out when he discovered what the pub was that we went to. It had
featured live music for lunch, and had been recommended to us for its
renowned fish fillets. Peter didn't seemed to be taken aback that it was also
a strip-joint. Instead of being embarrassed he merely commented that the
people in this place were probably more human, honest, and open to life than
the entire Admiralty had been that had been squeezing information out of him
for a week during the debriefing sessions, demanding information about East
Germany that would betray the very people that had been his host."

  I noticed with some surprise when I heard Sylvia and Heather talk on
the balcony that Heather sounded like Lora the stripper. She even suggested
to Sylvia that I probably would have invited her and Tony to this pub just for
that very reason, if I had known this to be a strip palace, which I didn't. Yes,
she had figured me out all right.

  "Even under those circumstances it was nice to watch Pete enjoy life
unimpeded," said Heather to Sylvia. "Of course he would never admit that he
really enjoyed what he saw, at least some of it. He played the old game that
one isn't supposed to enjoy that sort of thing in the presence of a lady.
Fortunately, he played the game poorly. I just couldn't help loving him for
whatever he did," she said. "Life is too short to let anything that is so
intrinsically good slip away in self-imposed poverty, don't you agree?"

  Their talking stopped right after that. I couldn't see why. I couldn't see
the balcony from where I was. But I could see their reflection in the humming-
bird feeder. They were embracing one-another.

  "Would you like to spent a night with Pete again?" Sylvia asked quietly.

  "If he still wants me," Heather replied in a happy voice. "It's up to
him."

  Luckily Ross came back at this point carrying a pitcher of freshly made
orange juice. I was beginning to feel uncomfortable, then, about what was going
on. I needed an excuse for going out onto the balcony to stop the girls
discussing me. I picked on the first thing that came to mind.

  "Say, Ross, what's with that boat out there in front of our bay?" I said
to him. It pointed to a fishing boat, the only boat that was out there to be
seen, the only thing that I could point to. The small boat also seemed rather
vulnerable in the storm. The storm had already caught up with it. "Do you think
they might be in trouble?" I said. "Should we go onto the balcony and take a
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look?"

  Ross turned around and looked out the window. He looked stunned. He
set the pitcher of orange juice down onto his desk and the glasses he brought
without taking his eyes off the fishing vessel. He muttered something indeci-
pherable that sounded like, "My God, here we go!"

  He turned to me seconds later. "That isn't a fishing boat, Pete." He had
stopped smiling at this point. His face had become tense. "This is a Russian
surveillance ship, disguised as a fishing trawler. Damn! They shouldn't be so
close to the shore!"

  Ross grabbed a pair of binoculars that were hanging near the door of
his office and rushed out onto balcony.

  "Damn!" he shouted moments later and slammed his fist onto the
glass-panel railing. All it took was a brief glance.

  I was beginning to wonder what kind of coastal surveillance duty Ross
was involved in. He stood on the balcony like a naval commander overseeing
a battle.

  "Here, take a look!" he said, handing the binoculars to me, shaking the
hand that he had hurt hitting the railing. "That's a Russian boat all right," he said
and went back inside to the telephone.

  "It's too heavy," his voice came thinly from his office. "No, our
fishermen aren't that crazy to stay out in a storm like that!"

  He closed the door while he spoke on the phone.

  The boat seemed to be in trouble. I gave the glasses to Heather and
then to Sylvia. Moments later Ross called us into his office. "We'll watch them
with the big telescope," he said.

  He was considerably calmer now. He turned the lights off in the office,
opened both windows and removed the black velvet cover that had hidden a
large reflective type telescope. He aimed it carefully towards the boat. It was
an exquisite instrument, finished in velvet black and chrome, with not a scratch
on it. He had it mounted on a heavy table. I was just about to comment on
it when Sylvia and Heather came into the room.

  "It looks like the boat is sinking," said Heather urgently as she came
in. "Shouldn't someone radio for help?"

  "It seems to me they have lifeboats in the water beside them," said
Sylvia.

  Ross ignored them both.

  I gave the binoculars to Tony. He simply shook his head at what he saw.

  Within seconds the telescope was outfitted with a video attachment
and a computer controlled tracking device. Ross opened a closet beside his
desk that contained the electronics for the thing and a large screen.

  "All right then, let's see," said Ross while the computer was scanning
for the fishing boat.
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  "I suppose we will know in a few seconds whether the boat is sinking
or not," I said to Ross.

  "Pray that it is sinking!" Ross answered.

  Within moments the boat came into view in perfect focus. What we
witnessed seemed remarkable to me, considering the relative darkness and
the poor weather that was upon us by then. Ross operated the computer,
zooming in so that the boat filled the entire screen. Then he switched to what
he called "image processing," and the boat stood out in even more perfect
detail. It was rather chilling to watch a Russian warship with such a detailed
clarity. We could see the individual sailors on board. The boat certainly wasn't
sinking.

  "Look at this," Ross said. "It's one of the spy ships of the Soviet
Northern Fleet. They have lots of these."

  He told us while we watched that the Soviet's Northern Fleet is the
largest of the four fleets of the Soviet Union. It is based at Murmansk on the
Barents Sea, with the bulk of it being based farther south on the north side of
the Kola Peninsula at a gigantic complex of naval bases and support installa-
tions that constitute the greatest concentration of military power anywhere in
the world.

  "Just look at the shape of the antenna on the lower stern deck. It is
part of a high speed data link using satellite communication facilities. From
there it goes all the way back to the Kola."

  He told us that the Kola complex is 60 km long and includes 16
complete air bases, all with runways of over 2000 meters. "It's the hub of the
Soviet northern flank and possibly the most defensible military location on the
planet. The area is remote from population centers, tucked away behind
northern Finland. It is superbly protected against air attacks by its physical
location, being hidden between mountains. It is also protected against any
possible naval intrusion, by being located at the end of a rather large inland
sea. He said the Kola is also the most forward air defense station the Soviet
Union has against strategic bombers using the polar route from the USA against
the Soviet heartland."

  It certainly was amazing to realize how much was tied into this little
fishing boat that we watched.

  "They might be watching us on TV at the Kola," Tony joked.

  "They could very well do that," said Ross. "They're watching the entire
coastline, especially up here near the Norfolk naval installations."

  "They wouldn't be equipped with nuclear armed missiles?" Tony asked.

  Ross shook his head. "Information gathering is their reason for being
here. In a ten-minute nuclear war the precise timing of everything makes all
the difference. They are monitoring everything that goes on."

  Ross stepped aside and looked out of the window from where the boat
was barely visible now in the growing darkness. "Damn! How dare they come
so near to the coast!" he said angrily. "I wish the Coast Guard would believe
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me and chase them back out."

  He went to the cabinet and turned the video recorder on. "They'll have
to believe me now," he said.

  I asked him what it was that the girls had recognized as lifeboats. I
certainly couldn't see anything.

  "They were on the left side," said Heather, "black, quite big, almost
too big for lifeboats. There seemed to be two of them."

  "Something is going on out there," said Ross, "I can feel it in my bones.
Something doesn't add up." He went to the telescope again and added an
infrared filter. The image processor adjusted itself accordingly. Suddenly Sylvia
and Heather shouted in unison; "There it is!"

  There was something indeed, like a lifeboat near the fishing vessel, or
rather two, one beside the other. But they were too steady for lifeboats.

  "No, those are submarines," said Sylvia calmly.

  "What submarines!" yelled Ross, pushing Tony aside, who stood in his
way. He added another filter. Now the black painted submarines were quite
visible. "Quickly everyone, turn all the lights off in the house!" Ross shouted,
"...in the kitchen too," he yelled at Tony, "quickly please!"

  He worked some more with the image processor. On the screen before
us were the clear outlines of two submarines, each one submerged almost to
its tower that was barely visible. Both subs were aligned in parallel with the
fishing boat.

  "Get those lights out," Ross repeated, "if they see us watching, we may
be as good as dead. And the basement lights too!" he shouted towards the
kitchen.

  After a little more fiddling the sub's identification markings became
visible.

  "That's an old Yankee-1 class sub. They are used as nuclear-powered
supply ships and attack submarines," said Ross after a few moments, wiping
the sweat off his forehead.

  He said that the Northern Fleet has sixty percent of the Soviets'
nuclear missile subs. He also told us that most of them are permanently
stationed off the US coast for pin-down missions against ICBM fields. The goal
is to prevent our missiles from being launched while their big SS-26s are
coming in from Siberia to destroy our missiles in their silos. "Whoever strikes
first, has nine-tenths of the battle won."

  Ross added that the subs' missiles might also be targeted against our
coastal cities to destroy the nation's harbor facilities. He suggested that such
an attack might take somewhat less then three minutes, from start to finish.
"Some of the subs' missiles might even be targeted against our strategic
bomber fields," he said, "which can be reached in less than eight minutes.

  "It's impossible to get any aircraft off the ground in that short of a
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time-frame," said Tony.

  "That's the point!" said Ross. "That's the advantage of launching from
submarines, apart from their deadly load being indefensible."

  Ross told us that the two subs that we saw were an older model of the
Yankee-1 class. They had been taken out of service as primary missile carriers,
but had still plenty of life left in them to serve as cargo ships or as backup
attack submarines, and of course also as backup missile carriers. He said that
the subs supplied the spy ships up and down the coast. He just couldn't figure
out why they had come so close to the shore. He said that they had never
done this in the past.

  He turned to me with a questioning lock. "I wish I could figure this out.
They normally do this far out at sea. Why not now. This doesn't add up, Peter.
It doesn't look good."

  "Perhaps the sea is too rough farther out," suggested Tony.

  Ross agreed that this might be the reason. "Let's hope you're right," he
said. He added quickly, "though I doubt it."

  Nothing much happened while we watched. It seemed as if they could
see us watching them, and that they were now waiting for the darkness to
settle in.

  "The trawler and the subs might just be communicating," Tony surmised.

  Ross was much calmer now when he went back to the telephone. He
called Norfolk again. He told them that we were watching the whole show and
that we had the whole thing on videotape. Norfolk decided they wouldn't
intervene at this point.

  Ross showed us where the launch tube hatches were. He said there
were at least thirty Russian subs on station at any given time, just outside the
US territorial limits, a few Yankee-1 ships, with the bulk made up of Delta-I,
Delta-III and the newest Delta-IV boats. He said, at first the subs showed up
during naval maneuvers. Then the maneuvers became more frequent until they
finally remained on permanent patrol. Ross said that what we were seeing was
an extremely rare showing of a supply submarine, not to mention two. He told
us that we were watching two of the five supply boats that are believed to
service all the spy boats on the East Coast. He said that this principle was
being used on the West Coast as well.

  He also told us that on extremely rare occasions one of the Soviet's
giant Typhoon subs turns up. Each one of them carries twenty long-range, nine-
warhead missiles. He said that the Typhoons usually operate only near Murmansk
and are designed to hide out under the northern ice cap where they are
supposed to weather out the first round of a nuclear exchange. Their task is
to stage the after-show, to deliver the final, lethal load against any surviving US
city, should there be no unconditional surrender.
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  I had heard about the existence of the giant Russian subs, but I had
never seen one. However, I could will imagine them by the way Ross talked.
The Ogarkov Plan was built around a credible capability for waging and winning
a limited nuclear war. That much I knew for certain. I told Ross about it.

  "Who controls the last strike controls the outcome," said Ross calmly.
This is the law of the game. The Russians are totally aware of this. Expert chess
players know how the game is won in a tight match.

  When this episode started, I was tempted to ask Ross what organiza-
tion he worked for. This large log house, the expensive equipment, none of
that existed just for some ordinary Coast Guard duties, stargazing, or bird
watching. I felt, he might be working for the Navy. I was curious.

  "Are you CIA or Navy?" I asked him. But I was one second late. At
this very moment the submarine closest to the spy boat began to unload cargo!
A long crate was hoisted out of the tower by a temporary crane. The crate
must have been fifteen feet long. It took three sailors to steady it. As soon
as it cleared the hatch the crate was lowered onto the deck of the sub.

  "A torpedo?" Tony asked.

  "Don't be naive, that's a missile," said Ross. He reached for the
telephone without taking his eyes of the screen. He had one of those program-
mable telephones. A single button did it all. "Come on!" he said impatiently.

  As soon as the crate rested on the deck of the submarine, hooks were
transferred, and it was lifted off again from there by the fishing vessel. The
crate appeared heavy and difficult to handle in the rough sea. The fishing
vessel was also a great deal less stable than the sub. It lifted the crate
momentarily, then bounced it back onto the sub's deck as the ship bobbed up
and down in the heavy swells. The crate also bumped against the sub's tower
twice, but it didn't appear to have been damaged.

  We stood petrified while this drama unfolded. I think we instinctively
knew what this meant. No one dared to say it out loud. If this type of cargo
transfer was happening all along the coast, we could be witnessing the prelude
to the end? That's what I was thinking. I had asked Ross earlier if the Russians
had the capability to win a nuclear war.

  "If they play their cards right, yes!" had been his answer.

  "Come on! Come on!" shouted Ross more and more impatiently into
the telephone. "No, damn it, I want the operations desk," he yelled into the
phone. "No, not that idiot! Give me Captain Simons... No damn, it can't wait!
It's urgent I tell you, hurry! Tell Jack, Ross is on the line."

  He waited again. The minutes must have seemed to him like an
eternity. They certainly did so to me. "OK Jack, listen good," he started to say
in a loud and firm manner. "I'm watching a Russian trawler some three miles
outside of my place, he is taking cargo from a sub, a big crate, long, heavy,
something quite big. It looks like a cruise missile! I want you to call Navy
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Command Center and the Air Force. No damn it, I can't get through. So you
must do it for me. They have put me on hold and turned that damn music on.
Innocent!!! Sure it may be totally innocent. It may be absolutely nothing. But
we can't take the chance, Jack!"

  There was silence at our end.

  "No Jack, it doesn't look like a crate of engine parts. The crate is over
fifteen feet long. It looks like a packaged cruise missile... No Jack, it appears
to be too small and too light for a ballistic missile... You don't think it's a
missile. Believe me it is... Get Fred involved. No, I don't want to call him from
here. I don't want my line tied up with bureaucrats in Washington. I need you
to act as my communications center. You guys are more important to me right
now... Oh, you got Fred already. That was quick work. What does he think? A
cruise missile? Yes, that's what we thought... Gosh I hope not... Hold it Jack!
Hold everything! Damn, here comes a second one out of that sub! Yes you
heard me swear. I said they are hoisting another crate out... Yes, it's the same
size and shape. No, it doesn't look like fuel or engine parts, I told you that...
OK, that's a good idea, I agree you should alert NORAD. Right Jack. No, no,
no, don't you dare! Have you gone mad? What can you do by yourself with
a Coast Guard cutter against a modern submarine? ...Do I see guns? No, I
haven't seen any guns. I'm sure though, they have guns on board... What do you
mean it is your duty to go and investigate? Let the Air Force go out and take
a look!"

  Ross put the receiver down and shook his head, but he didn't hang up.
He slammed his fist on the desk, angrily. "That idiot is getting himself killed,"
he said bluntly. "The Coast Guard is on its way. What the hell does he think
he can do with a Coast Guard cutter? Jack's way out of his league, messing
with nuclear subs."

  The second unloading operation proceeded much smoother than the
first, and at a more hectic pace. The weather had become worse and by the
looks of it there was more to come.

  "Those guys are insane," commented Ross, "look at the waves and the
spray whipped up by the gust."

  It was quite a show. It was a miracle the sailors weren't blown off the
deck of the sub. How they managed to guide a heavy piece of cargo out of
the hole and transfer the hoisting hooks in mid air in a storm like that was
unbelievable, but they did it.

  Ross reached for the phone. "Listen, here comes the third crate now.
It is coming from the second sub. What do you think is going on? A first
strike!!!"

  I closed my eyes. The Ogarkov Plan is for winning a thermonuclear war.
Its maximum option is a blueprint for a calculated first strike attack. "Whoever
calls the first strike controls the battle," I remembered Ross saying.
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  "No Sir," I heard Ross answering the phone again, "No I didn't tell Jack
to go out! I specifically told him not to go. I have witnesses here that can
confirm that. Jack went on his own. Can you call him back? ...No, I don't
believe the Russians have spotted him yet. But I don't know... What did my
boss say? He thinks the situation is becoming delicate? God he has a way with
words. It's damn scary if you ask me. Isn't anyone doing anything?... No Sir, Jack
may force them to do something rash... I hope you can call him back, Sir... No,
no, please don't hang up, I'll stay on the line."

  After the third crate was dangling over the side of the fishing boat,
before it was even lowered onto its deck, the second sub's tower crane was
being disassembled. The first of the subs began to submerge. Then the second
sub slid out of sight. The wave action caused the crate to hit the deck of the
fishing trawler apparently quite hard. After this all the lights were turned off.

  The trawler was barely visible now. It had become dark. We could see
only shadows. Ross managed to increase the contrast somewhat. The moving
shadows were obviously people. One was lighting a cigarette. The match
looked like a flare. Then there was a sudden commotion. Within seconds an
old F-4 Phantom appeared low under the cloud cover, a mere shadow. It flew
less than a hundred feet over the vessel as far as I could make out with the
binoculars. The Phantom disappeared and came back for a second run. During
the two over-flights nothing was moving on the boat that we could see on the
monitor.

  "They must have picked the F-4 up on radar," said Tony.

  Seconds later the frantic activity started again. Then it stopped once
more. We could make out someone on the bridge. A large shadow waving his
arms around. The vessel changed course and began steaming south.

  "I think they've seen Jack's cutter on radar," said Ross. He had barely
gotten the words out when a cloud of smoke obscured the ship. There was a
fire. Out of the fire a sleek object emerged, trailing smoke. It leveled off,
moving towards us.

  "God they're shooting at us!" yelled Ross.

  I stood petrified, shaking, while the telescope tracking mechanism
locked itself onto the shell and followed it, but soon lost it.

  "No, they are not shooting at us," said Tony calmly. "I've seen incoming
shells before. This is not a shell. It's coming in too slow, too low, and too
steady. This is one of those cruise missiles that they've unloaded."

  "I have heard about rocket-launched cruise missiles!" said Ross and
grabbed the telephone receiver again. "Sir! One of the missiles has just been
launched," he said calmly and quietly, as if he was in awe of it, or as if he
felt that all hope was lost. "This means the war is on," he said quietly.

  "No damn, the war has been on for years!" I shouted at Ross, and ran
outside onto the balcony to watch the cruise missile fly by.
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  "Hello, hello, did you hear what I said?" said Ross, almost shouting into
the telephone once again. I could hear him on the balcony. "Yes, I have said
the Russian trawler has just launched one of those damn cruise missiles that
they received!" The shock must have worn off. He was getting angry again. "Did
you hear anything I said; they have launched a cruise missile! All right! Are you
doing something about it? Condition Red.... OK!"

  The missile flew by less then fifty feet from the house, a silent shadow
passing through the night. Not a sound of it could be heard over the storm. I
noticed Tony standing beside me. I turned to him instantly. "This is your
moment to be King. Take charge! This is an Air Force matter."

  Tony didn't answer. He rushed inside.

  "You're the highest ranking Air Force officer that we've got. Get it shot
down!" I yelled after him.

  "Sure, sure, you think the Air Force will take care of it!" Ross yelled
into the phone. "I would hope so. They better! They darn well get this thing
down!"

  Tony had a hand on Ross' shoulder as I rushed into the room after him,
from the balcony. His other hand was on the phone. "I need this," he said to
Ross. "If it is just a single missile, I'll get it," he said to Ross in a confident
tone of voice.

  Ross let him have the phone and stepped aside to the telescope. He
shook his head while he tried to aim the telescope at the boat once more.

  "The cruise is probably aimed at Norfolk," I said to Tony.

  "That makes no sense," Tony replied while he was waiting for his dialing
to get through the system. "Hitting Norfolk through the back door makes no
sense to me," said Tony. "If they take this route they'll go for the big one. It
makes sense for them to go for the big fish through the back door. That's
Washington. They must assume that the front door will be watched. That leaves
them only..." He stopped in mid-sentence.

  "Dagmar? Tony here. Listen good, Dagmar. This is serious. There is a
cruise missile on the way to Washington. I have seen it being launched from
offshore. You might intercept it close to Seymour Johnson Base. My hunch is
it will pass just to the East of Raleigh. But you won't have more than seven
minutes to intercept. If you have any training mission in the air, reroute all
aircraft immediately into the area southeast of Raleigh. You might also contact
Shaw Air Force Base. But I think they are too far away. You might want to call
Richmond base too, if you have a chance, they might possibly have some
AWACS there that would be helpful. No, you don't have time to go through the
command chain. You are the general in charge from this moment on. You don't
even have enough time to waste to repeat this message. However, if you have
someone on shift that outranks you, by all means get him to alert Langley
Airforce Base. They've got the 1st and the 307th combat wing and the Air
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Force Control and Intelligence Center all in one place, and they're right in the
projected flight path. What? You have already alerted Langley Base while we
spoke? You already have a response? Wow, no one could have done it faster.
Congratulations, General Dagmar... What do you mean by being just a night shift
communications officer? You are the General in Chief in times like that." Tony
hang up.

  He turned to Ross. "If this was a technical failure and the Air Force is
dealing with only one single missile, you can consider the job done. That's what
General Dagmar said."

  "Who the heck is General Dagmar?" Ross answered without looking up.
"I never heard the name Dagmar mentioned before."

  "General Dagmar is my sweetheart girl at Johnson Base, the nightshift
communications officer. She has ordered every aircraft to intercept that is in
the air near Johnston Base. She has also broadcast the alert to every station
at Langley Base and got three replies already. She further alerted the Air
National Guard in Richmond. Our best bet is Langley, though. They've got the
right platforms. They can track this thing with AWACs that guide the fighters to
shoot it down. Dag said, consider it done. She didn't even seem concerned. Of
course, if this was a planned attack with swarms of these coming in from all
sides..."

  "God help us then!" said Ross and cut Tony off.

  Ross got the scope tracking the boat again. By then the boat had turned
towards the open sea, possibly trying to get away from Captain Simons' cutter.

  "They won't outrun the Coast Guard," said Ross. "It's just a matter of
time before Jack will catch up with them." He took the phone again.

  The computer kept tracking the boat. We watched it steaming out to
sea. We watched it with bated breath, though there wasn't anything exciting to
see. Ross seemed to have gotten through to the Coast Guard. "Let me speak
to Captain Simons... What do you mean, you can't allow..."

  As he spoke the tracking screen went white. I noticed a flash far out
over the water. Then came the sound of an explosion. It must have been a
huge explosion for the sound of it to travel so far over the wind. When the
tracking picture cleared the boat was no longer visible. There was floating
debris. The boat hadn't actually sunk. It had disintegrated as though it had been
filled to the brim with dynamite.

  Ross relayed the event over the phone. "No, that couldn't have been
Jack shooting at them. You of all people should know that the Coast Guard
doesn't carry large weapons," he said. "It was either a suicide blast, or a kill
by a submarine."

  While we watched, a sub surfaced, probably looking for survivors.

  "I don't think they want any witnesses left behind," said Sylvia.

  We saw people at the tower of the sub shooting into the water.
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  "What a waste of fine sailors!" commented Ross. "Damn it all!!!"

  "I can't believe what I'm seeing," mumbled Tony. "It looks like the
guys on the sub are shooting at something all right. Why would they be killing
the survivors?"

  "Maybe they are shooting to sink some equipment that is still afloat,"
commented Ross.

  Minutes later the sub submerged again.

  "Jack may be in great danger!" said Ross and picked up the telephone
again. "Why can't you stop Captain Jack Simons? He must stay out of this area!
The submarines mean business. They appear to have shot their own survivors
or whatever else floated about... Radio silence! My God, break the radio
silence! You can't let Captain Simons run into this trap... Sure you can come
and see the whole thing on video tape, but you better have Jack with you!"

  Twenty minutes later, Captain Jack Simons and his crew sat with us in
the living room. The tape was rewinding. The phone to the Coast Guard was
still open. The CIA was on its way with a chartered floatplane to pick up the
tapes. More people from the nearby Coast Guard and Navy station were also
coming up. But before any of them arrived we had a private celebration.

  "Hooray, the fly boys got the cruise shut down!" shouted Ross, with the
phone still in his hand. "They've got it! They've got it! They got it ten miles
out of Arlington."

  I shuddered, realizing how close it had come. Another thirty miles and
Washington would have been a wasteland.

  They had told Ross on the phone that thanks to our warning, and
someone hitting the right buttons at Langley Base, bypassing all the lines of
command, they had been able to get three AWACs in the air. Thanks to
General Dagmar the entire elite fighter team had volunteered. The team from
Seymour Johnson base had established a radar sighting. The sighting provided
data for the AWACS to be pre-positioned. The rest, they said, was nothing
more than a simple textbook exercise. Ross also said that the Russians denied
any knowledge of the incident.

  We watched the video tape three times that night, once with captain
Simons, once with the chaps from the Navy, and once more with the CIA
agents that dropped by and took the tape away. After that, everyone left.

  It was rather strange to have peace again. But the peace was superfi-
cial. Questions and arguments arose in my mind, none of which made much
sense because we would never know what really had happened. The final
secret went to the bottom of the sea with the men who had launched the
missile.

  The commander of the spy ship might have been drunk, or trigger-
happy, or gone crazy under the pressure of the circumstances. Or the launch
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might have been caused by malfunctioning equipment, or by a plain honest
mistake by one of the sailors who had worked too hard and too long under
extreme stress in bad weather. Or something went wrong during the chaos
while they were trying to outrun the approaching Coast Guard cutter.

  The one thing I found odd though, was that the Russians didn't alert us
that an accident had happened, and more than that, that none of our automatic
sensing equipment had detected the cruise. It had slipped by our radar, our
sound sensors, and our infrared detectors, and our sound sensors. Maybe the
accident was good for us. Obviously, we needed better equipment with more
modern technology. Maybe we needed laser radar technology or something
else based on new physical principles.

  After everyone had left, none of us felt like going to bed. Who could
sleep after that? Ross turned his telescope on and set the computer up to scan
for more boats. We didn't get to bed until four in the morning. Around three,
Ross got another bottle of wine from the cellar. But nobody felt like celebrat-
ing. We had come through the most decisive event, probably in all of human
history, as Ross suggested, and had narrowly averted a global disaster. Still,
nobody felt like celebrating. No glasses were raised, no speeches were made.
We sipped at the wine and hardly talked. The episode was like a horrible
dream. There was no feeling of victory, only the kind of emptiness one feels
after a nightmare.

  If it were not for the dirt on the floors and the filled ashtrays as
testimonials, it might all have been a nightmare indeed, so unreal did it seem.

  We decided to scrub the floors before going to bed. I never thought
it could be an invigorating exercise, scrubbing floors, waxing and polishing
them.

  We tidied up until the early morning news came on. It was the most
wonderful newscast imaginable. There was a brief mentioning of the sinking of
an unidentified fishing vessel during a storm off the coast of North Carolina.
It was all packed into a single sentence that revealed nothing. Then came the
sports report. Nothing was said about Russia's missile, about submarines, about
the failure of our cruise missile detection system. The door was left open for
diplomacy.
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Postscript for the novel

 Science fiction is often used as a tool to explore a possible future.
Science fiction can also be used to explore in metaphor certain fundamental
principles that are normally obscured by conventions and myths or for political
objectives. In addition, the writing of fiction can be interwoven with aspects
of the real world in such a manner that a number of fictional elements appear
real, while real elements appear fictional as this happens so often in life. All
of these elements have been utilized in this novel.

 In Chapter 1, Wreck Beach University, the point is explored that war
is fundamentally a human-relationships problem, rather than a technological
problem. Therefore it cannot be resolved as a technological issue. In fact, any
attempt to address technologically what is not a technological problem covers
up the real issue. This covering-up process is metaphorically countered in the
novel in a nudist beach story.

 In Chapter 2 and 3, Emergency Mission and Unity, a surreal sense of
social unity is brought to light that appears totally fictional, but represents
nevertheless some profound elements of truth. Some of these elements were
put on the table by America's spiritual pioneer of the 19th and 20th Century,
Mary Baker Eddy with her discovery of the divine Principle of scientific mental
healing.

 In Chapter 4, The Incompetence of the King, the focus is put on the
question of democracy, but not in the way that democracy is commonly
understood. It comes to light as something far greater than a process of
counting votes and running an elected government. It is understood as a
process of taking responsibility in an active manner by society itself, for itself.
The end-result is that society IS the real king and needs to regard itself in that
manner, and the elected President or leader must therefore be regarded as a
servant in office by design. This essential concept of democracy appears to
have become rather fictional in our time. But why should it be that?

 In Chapter 5 and 6, Our Seashore Paradise and Shadow in the Night,
a nuclear cruise missile is launched against the USA. The story is complete
fiction of course. In the story the nation is ultimately saved by the effort of
two 'little' people who took responsibility to protect the nation. They stepped
across all the established barriers and did what was necessary in the moment
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of this crisis to save the country. Acts such as these appears rather fictional.
Society is no longer thinking in terms of taking responsibility for the general
welfare of itself as a nation, much less of humanity as a whole. People have
become too wrapped up in little issues and blind to the processes that its
existence depends on. When a crisis erupts they simply protest. But in a ten
minute nuclear war that convention breaks down. While the story and its
heroism is fictional, the danger isn't that mankind has created for itself by
refusing to take the responsibility to live profoundly as human beings.

 In Chapter 7, Unto the Top of the World, the question of strategic
defense is explored. In this case the focus is on America's (by now) long-
forgotten SDI program. The question is asked whether a missile defense
system is invariably a provocation, or whether it can actually save mankind if
it is developed cooperatively by all nations, thereby creating a platform for
unity and universal cooperative development? How often has a country's
leadership provoked its nation into war under the guise of defending it? That
never happens. That's fiction, right? No it isn't. And neither is it fiction that
America once had invited the world, especially the Soviet Union, to coopera-
tively develop a global Strategic Defense Initiative based on new physical
principles. The goal was to protect all mankind from the 65,000 nuclear bombs
it had created to eradicate one-another. It is also a historic fact that the
Soviets refused. Evidence exists that the Soviets even demanded that the
author of the strategic defense proposal be imprisoned, who was promptly
incarcerated for five years on contrived charges. His name is Lyndon H.
LaRouche Jr., America's most widely known and globally respected economist.
He had warned the Soviets that if they continued their own strategic defense
in isolation, the economic burden would burn out their economy in five years.
The Soviet Union collapsed in six years. Looking back today, this part of
history still looks like a saga of pure fiction, as do many associated elements
of this part of history.

 In Chapter 8, The Shockwave Effect, the recognition dawns that the
world is presently in a historic boundary zone moving towards momentous
changes in our world in which nearly all of the present standards are doomed
to become irrelevant unless measure are taken to actively redirect society's
path ahead. Some early shockwaves are already developing. This corresponds
with the rarely known phenomenon in fluid dynamics where the shockwave that
results from supersonic flight begins to develop already in the boundary zone
before the sound barrier is actually broken. This boundary zone phenomenon
may appear like science fiction, while it is quite real. On October 6, 1997, a
jet vehicle, the famous "ThrustSSC" was photographed by Richard Meredith-
Hardy at the Black Rock Dessert, Nevada, travelling at approximately Mach
0.95 with a powerful sonic shockwave effect being clearly visible. (See: http:/
/www.flymicro.com/photolib/) Eleven days later the vehicle did break the
sound barrier at 1223.657 kmph. (See: http://www.andrewgraves.biz/ssc_stuff/
SSC_pics.htm) The point is that a lot of phenomena already begin to be felt
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in the boundary zone in many respects, economically, politically, socially,
ideologically, and meterologically.

 In Chapter 9, Glass Sculptures, the focus is on what kind of world we
can create for ourselves when love becomes developed rather than rejected,
a process which determines our future. While some leaders dream to be
reborn as a deadly virus to eliminate 'overpopulation' and other people
proclaim that the human journey isn't anything special, the reality is that it has
the potential to be a light more sparkling than the stars. And after all, that's
all we've got. However, is the potential for its further development fictional,
or is it real though largely unrealized? Perhaps it depends on how we develop
the human journey from the root of its key element, the Principle of Universal
Love.

 In Chapter 10, The Venice Project, the cover story is about scrapping
America's SDI program, while the real story behind the scene is much more
far-reaching. An Ice Age Renaissance proposal for the strategic defense of all
mankind is presented as a platform for defending mankind against the poten-
tially devastating influence of the return of the next Ice Age. This larger
project is fictional, of course. Such a proposal has never been officially put
forward anywhere at any time. Actually the scientific background for such a
proposal in the story didn't exist in the mid-1980s, the timeframe of the story.
Consequently the actual timeline of the unfolding scientific awareness has
been ignored in order fit today's advanced perceptions into the story, so that
the story reflects the leading edge perception of our modern time. The names
of the scientists that are mentioned in the Ice Age related part of the story
are real.

 (See: 21st Century Science and Technology Magazine, Fall 2005, p.4 - see:
http://21stcenturysciencetech.com/Articles%202005/NoGlobalWarm.pdf - and
Winter 2003/4 p.52 - see: http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/Arti-
cles%202004/Winter2003-4/global_warming.pdf - Also note the statement writ-
ten for the US Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
March 2004 by Prof. Zbigniew Jaworowski Chairman, Scientific Council of
Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection Warsaw, Poland; see: http://
www.john-daly.com/zjiceco2.htm )

 In Chapter 11, Perfidious Albion, the nature of conspiracies is ex-
plored in a surreal fashion by drawing on the numerous conspiracy theories that
fill the 'airwaves' often without a shred of proof, which nevertheless fit the
pattern of the imperial conspiracies that came out the background of the old
Venetian Empire. The 'art' of deep-reaching multilevel conspiracies has been
the backbone of every empire ever since. Empires are built and held together
by conspiracies. What then separates reality and fiction in this world? I don't
think anybody really knows. In the story, the names are all fictional, and the
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dimension has been kept somewhat surreal. One common name, that of
Palmerston, was chosen for the main character, a name that also links back to
the early days of the British Empire, the largest empire of modern time. The
term, Perfidious Albion, however is not from the realm of fiction, and so is
the comparison of empires with tectonic plates. Both concepts were presented
to journalists in Germany in the 1990s around the time of the East Timor crisis.

 In Chapter 12 and 13, Lord of Darkness and Lord of the Rings, the true
meaning of weapons of mass destruction is explored against the background of
Tolkien's saga, The Lord of the Rings. Tolkien is a master in linguistics and
metaphors, exposing elements that hide the truth, like the truth that the atom
bomb was coveted as a terror weapon long before it became a reality and
remains a terror weapon to the present day. We had 65,000 such terror
weapons in the world in the mid 1980s, of which we have 20-40,000 left in
various forms, while new ones are still being built including new mini nukes that
are ideal for terrorist purposes. If it wasn't for the secret love affair by the
imperial world with terrorism, we would likely have disabled all of the nuclear
bombs by now, including the 'daisy cutters,' as the latest weapons of mass
destruction are called. From a physical standpoint it wouldn't take long to
create a nuclear-weapons-fee world. All the nukes in the world can be disabled
in a week if society decides to value its humanity. We know where they are
located, and the task to disable them isn't that difficult.

 The tern "Daisy Cutter" that is used in the story is actually the code
name of the modern fuel-air bomb, a conventional weapon of mass destruc-
tion. It vaporizes volatile fuel over a large area and then ignites it, causing a
hyper-pressure envelope that forces a person's lungs out through the mouth,
and in lesser cases suffocate the victims as it burns the oxygen out of the air.
The "Daisy Cutters" were reportedly used in Afghanistan against unwanted
terrorists. Notwithstanding this, terrorism is hailed in principle. It has been said
that "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter." The statement
comes from London to answer why London had been the headquarters of over
30 international terrorist organizations during the Soviet era. Here reality and
fiction intermingle while the real world supercedes in horror what would be
acceptable as credible fiction. The danger finally becomes complete when our
love for our humanity, that should be profoundly real, falls itself into the realm
of fiction.

 In Chapter 14, Drilling Holes into Sophistry, we look at the fiction
of lies that have blacked history, that have dragged the world into the sewer
and endangered the future of humanity. We find the sphere of sophistry a
captivating 'prison,' often by our own consent and free will. Here too, fiction
and fact appear to be reversed as society becomes strangled in its box that
it finds no exit from, except through love, which it denies as an option. The
challenge becomes raised that society rebuilds its humanity by, for starters,
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eradicating homelessness and slum living with a million new houses provided
for free, whereby the whole of society would come out richer. While such a
project could be easily accomplished in the USA with the available financial,
technological, and material resources, society chooses to deny itself that
potential and remains being mired in inhumanity, contend in poverty and
smallness. In this area fact and fiction are revered in a surreal manner by
which the present world should be deemed fictional, because it denies the
actual dimension of our humanity.

 In Chapter 15, Clothed with the Sun, the focus is on the 'Royal Dance'
in acknowledging the native value of our humanity. The 'Royal Dance' is a
dance carried in metaphor by dancers in their native attire, being "clothed with
the sun" as seen by John in the biblical book of Revelation. Here, the surreal
element is the truth. But should it remain surreal?

 In Chapter 16, The Supreme Being, we find a contest being staged
between the unyielding rigidity of old religiosity (The Man of The Cloth), and
the irrationality of modern religious fundamentalism unfolding from imperial
cultural warfare. We find both standing in contrast with an awakening daring in
society to look at the naked reality of our humanity. The stage becomes in
metaphor a civil hearing for an application for a nudist beach project, but in
real terms it becomes an exploration of who we really are as human beings.

 In Chapter 17, Resurrecting Carmen, the focus is on the dimension of
the Principle of Universal Love. This principle has also been threaded through
all of the other chapters. In its final chapter the question is asked, how can
we rescue Carmen? Carmen is the woman of Spain, in George Bizet's opera
by the same name. She stands for universal freedom, but is killed by her lover
who wants to 'privatize' her love. The tragedy of Carmen stands in metaphor
for the tragedy of the American nation that established her freedom from
imperialism as a Federal Credit Society, but which surrendered that freedom
and with it her life-force as a nation at Christmastime in 1913. After a 138-year
imperial war America became indeed privatized. It's currency and credit
creation was placed into the hands of private imperial central banks operating
for profit instead of for the development and the welfare of the nation.
America had become an Imperial Monetarist Society. A dozen years after its
historic defeat, America, the once most powerful nation on the planet was
'dying.' With its stock market crashed and its economy collapsed, the greatest
depression in its history literally 'consumed' the nation. After a brief FDR
holiday between 1933 to 1945, America is sliding back once more into the
same condition.

 In order to rescue Carmen in both spheres, it seems to be necessary
to rewrite history. When seen from the standpoint of the Principle of Universal
Love, America lost World War I on the 23rd of December 1913, and lost it for
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the whole world. It lost the war against empire that it started on July 4th 1776
when it claimed its independence from the Britain emporium with generous
logistical, financial, and ideological support from many parts of the world.
America had started a world war against empire. It was fighting for a New
World for itself and for all people around the planet. But it lost the battle after
standing its ground for 138 years. By acknowledging this profound defeat as an
element of history, society may yet rouse itself to a higher perception of self-
worth than is presently prevailing. Thus it may yet rescue itself from the
looming tragedies of an already unfolding global economic collapse and from
the not too distant return of the Ice Age that nobody cares to acknowledge.

 The final question therefore is this: Does the Principle of Universal Love
really belong into the land of fiction, where it is barely located even now? Or
does it belong into the real world? Every thread of every calamity in the real
world seems to converge at its root at the denial of this principle. Perhaps this
may also be the reason why the Principle of Universal Love appears to be the
most difficult element of civilization to come to terms with. The German poet
Friedrich Schiller lamented a long time ago that the great moments in history
all too often found society a small people. That still holds true, tragically so.
Perhaps it is here where the breakout needs to begin, a breakout into winning
our humanity back instead of loosing it further and further. Let's forget there-
fore about aiming for Victory, and focus on winning. Who needs to be
victorious over another when we always loose along the way to victory? On the
path to recognizing the Principle of Universal Love the concept of victory will
surely fall by the wayside. It will be recognized some day that it is enough to
win the greatest price, which is our humanity and our love for one-another.
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